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"We live in an absurd anti-time. Values are topsy-turvy. Uglyness is considered honest and worthwhile. Beauty is branded populist
kitsch."

"Time, the clock, has become the symbol of pressing deadlines. More than ever before we need to hark back to the course of eternal
events in harmony with nature and creation. Timelessness - lasting values, awareness of the cosmos, where there is no up and down,
no right and left, no clockwise or counter-clockwise. Time should create new life, slowly, spiraloidally, vegetatively and surely and
creatively. Time should not destroy the time before and cause panic about the time of tomorrow, which will be dead the day after
tomorrow. The measurement of time is a human, bogus idea and invention, as is the straight line, but eternity and the eternal course
of events are all there is." (Hundertwasser, 1990)

Friedensreich Hundertwasser spent his entire life exploring nature as a partner of humankind and advocated for a peace treaty with
nature. Time Finder Soul Tree reflects the longing for life, for beauty in harmony with nature.

Wristwatch "Time Finder Soul Tree": 
Inside the gold-plated stainless steel case works a Japanese Miyota quartz movement, the dial is protected by a robust mineral glass.
The blue leather strap ensures a comfortable fit. Water-resistant up to 3 atm. Case diameter 30 mm, height 7 mm. With engraved
artist's signature on the case back. With certificate. ars mundi Exclusive Edition. © 2023 Namida AG, CH Glarus

The displayed works of art are protected by copyright. In particular, it is not permitted to copy, edit, print or publish these illustrations.
Violations will be prosecuted according to civil and criminal law.
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